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ABSTRACT

Chromatis dynamics is studied in terms of coupled vibrations (phonon

pairing); this is shown to lead to a collective variable i, interpreted as a

gene inhibition factor, which behaves as a biological switch turned off, not

only by enzymatic action or metabolic energy, but also by means of an external

probe:irradiation. We discuss the inactivation of the X chromosome and puffing.

The relevance of being able to modulate A is emphasized, since it is equivalent

to controlling chromatin dynamics vithout interfering with chromatin structure,

unlike in the usual recombinant DNA techniques.
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(a) The quantum mechanics of biology.

We believe that the status of the science of

biology has evolved from its relative isolation from the phy-

sical sciences to a current state in which its deepest problems

can be searched in the very laws of quantum mechanics,

Perhaps it is in the study of genetics where some of the

most fascinating problems await elucidation: regulation of

growth control and gene expression. It is surprising, there-

fore, that a fuI I quantum mechanical theory has not yet suc-

ceeded in making an indent into such urgent questions as the

various manifestations of cancerous growth and other genetic

di sorders.

Within this frame of mind we have made a preliminary

effort in combining the powerful concept of evolution, as

originally proposed by Darwin, with the basic advance of con-

densed matter physics in recognizing the importance of order

in momentum space. This is achieved by pairing, as manifested

in long range order in superconductors ( cf. Appendix A ); the

helium liquids achieve this type of order at low temperatures

by means of a process analogous to Bose-Einstein condensation

( cf, Sec, 2b ), The experimental techniques for understanding

the interaction of matter and radiation, well understood from

the point of view of physics, will also be relevant.

(b) Evolution of coherence in the genes.

In spite of many experiments being performed, it Is not

yet generally accepted that specific macromoIecular structures
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may be responsive to radiation too weak to form radicals.

However, significant exceptions are: responses of yeast cells

growth rates ( Grundler& Keilman, 1983 ) , as well as the

microwave absorption spectra of erythrocytes, which have a

resonant structure ( Blinowska, Lech & Wittlin, 1985 ) ; this

particular experiment reinforces previous ones dealing with

the rouleaux effect ( Sewchand & Rowlands, 1983 ) , which

added some weight to the cell membrane as being the specific

site responsive to nonionizing radiation. These works do not

exclude a multitude of other possible eellular, or even in-

tracellular sites. On the contrary, they suggest such possi-

bi I it i es.

On the other hand, since it is not yet possible to rule

out a higher incidence of genetic disorders in human popu-

lations, currently exposed to microwave spilling over from

communication antennas, we have undertaken the study of

chromosomes in higher organisms as possible sites respon-

sive to low-level radiation. In order to discuss this site

we begin by studying chromatin dynamics, basing the work

on protein dynamics ( McCammon, 1984 ) , as we I I as on

nucleic acid dynamics ( Englander & Kallenbach, 1984 ). We

believe that some progress may be possible by considering

pairing amongst the vibration quanta of chromatin, arising

from substantial intramolecular motion in the presence of

anharmonicities.

In order to gain the correct perspective on the higher

order ( "quinternary" ) structure of the most probable

( "native" ) macromo1 ecu Iar form of chromatin, we adopt an

evolutionary viewpoint and ask what role pairing may have
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played at the onset of life, in an era in which the earliest

genes had not yet evolved quinternary structure, obviously

the outcome of evolutionary selective pressures on proteins

as well as on nucleic acids.

We have shown { Che Ia-FI ores, 1985 ) that there exists

a correlation energy, /%. , amongst the early gene quanta

whose frequency lies close to a resonant value 6O , a si-

tuation which occurs due to the inflow of metabolic energy.

/\. acts, essentially, as an ultraviolet ( UV ) defense me-

chanism ( D M ) , a requirement for the onset of Darwinian

evolution ( Sagan, 1973 ). The main outcome of the present

work is to show that after four billion years of evolution,

Z ^ may have evolved from an UVDM into a fundamental varia*-'

ble for genetics: a replication inhibition factor, governed,

in first approximation by the simple formula ( 1 ) below.

Having stripped the question of pairing from the very

complex t,u i iiternary structure of chromatin, we have identi-

fied a parameter /\ „which characterizes the chromosome as

a responsive site to nonionizing radiation in the near in-

frared as will be shown below,

(c) A fluide to the text.

This paper has been written with cell geneticists and

medical physicists in mind. So readers without a background

in macroscopic quantum mechanics ( cf. Sec, 2b ) may omit

Appendix A, from which only Eq, ( A14 ) is needed. This

equation is referred to as Eq. ( 1 ) in the text,and is only

a simple relation between £^ and chromafin parameters, which

is easily understood.
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The work is laid out as follows:

In Sec, 2 we have presented our case for extending

cular Genetics into a more general Collective Genetics, which

wiI! be needed in Sec, 3, where we develop a theory of chro-

matin pairing. Quantitative estimates of the inhibition pa-

rameter are given in Sec, 4.

In Sec, 5 we study euchromatin and heterochromatin in terms

of our collective variables. We arc able to extract from the

karyotypc essential features of the sex chromosomes, as we I I

as the autosomes, which lead us in Sec, 6 to the interpre-

tation of Z^ as a replication inhibition factor. Potential

implications of manipulating genetic dynamics ( "engineer-

ing" ) are pointed out, suggesting possible experiments

which may display pairing. We conclude in Sec. 7 outlining

some further problems which arise from our considerations.

The paper is completed with tables and appendices.

In Appendix A we use macroscopic quantum mechanics to deve-

lop the theoretical aspects of chromatin pairing. In Appen-

dix B we use the hyperchromicity effect in order to further

clarify the significance of our collective variables.

2. FROM MOLECULAR TO COLLECTIVE BIOLOGY.

(a) Molecular Biology is based on microscopic quantum

mechani cs.

The seminal contribution of deciphering the detailed

chemical nature of B-DNA ( Watson & Crick, 1953 ) requires

concepts of quantum mechanics which lie entirely within the
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the domain of atomic and molecular physics, typically of mi-

croscopic nature ( atomic orbitals, chemical bonds ). The

essential aspects of these concepts were well understood in

the 1930's; in fact, the very influential summary of research

on the chemical bond was first published in 1939 ( Pauling,

I960 ).

(b) Macroscopic quantum mechanics.

Basing his work on well established concepts, London

took an important step forward pointing out that some quan-

tum modes may be macroscopicaMy occupied- a phenomenon

sometimes referred to as "condensation" ( London, 1938 ),

Since that time several phenomena have been understood as

manifestations of macroscopic quantum mechanics ( MQM ): the

helium superfluids, superconductivity in metals and alloys,

neutron stars interiors, the spectra of even-even nuclei,

the Josephson effect, and the quantized Hall effect.

In spite of these significant contributions, present

efforts in biology are confined within the bounds of micro-

scopic quantum mechanics ( mQM ),

(c) Collective effects in protein and ONA dynamics.

Some attemts to introduce collective effects in DNA

dynamics ( Eyster & Prohofsky, 1974 ), specially for large

motions - in the harmonic approximation — have given inte-

resting results, with abundant support from experiments pro-

viding evidence for plionons ( Urabe, Tominaga & Kubota, 1983);

whereas motions such as chain opening - relying on anharmo-

nicities - ( Nakanishi & Tsubot, 1978 ; Mandal, Kallenbach
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& Englander, 1979 ) may correspond to thermally induced so-

Iiton excitations ( coherent solitary waves ), which retain

coherence by sharing the energy of a twist deformation

among several base-pairs (bp) ( Englander, et a I. . 1980 ).

In the context of protein dynamics solitons have been known

for some time to propagate in Oi. -helix proteins ( Davydov,

1982 )« Yet, these aspects of Collective Biology lie with-

i n the scope of mQM.

(d) From Molecular to Collective Biology.

On the other hand, IittIe has been done to face the

difficult questions of dynamics ( protein, DNA and chroma-

tin ) with the benefit of collective phenomena typical of

MQM, Coherent vibrationfll modes ( phonons ) triggered by

metabolic energy { Frohiich, 1969 ) was the first suggestion

of macroscopic occupation of a single quantum mode in bio-

logy ( specifically in the cell membrane ). This MQM pheno-

menon is called phonon condensation, following London,

However, guiding ourselves with the previous experience

in the best understood example of MQM, namely superconduc-

tivity in metafs and alloys, we may expect striking coheren-

ce effects beyond single particle condensation.

(e) The Collective Biology of the Gene.

Such particle pair condensation may have occured in the

early genes in the lower Precambrian ( Che Ia-FI ores, 1985 ),

when coherent vibrational modes coupled in view of anharmo-

nic interactions. These must play a role since the early

nucIeoprotein complexes must have lacked the trans I ationaI
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invariancc of crystalline solids. Generally, in condensed

matter the neglect of anharmonic interactions is in many

cases well justified ( though it Is still needed to account

for some transport properties ).

In the next section we shall make a start in extending

MQM to genetic dynamics with the contemporery qulnternary

structure of the chromatin fibres,

3. THE ROLE OF PAIR CONDENSATION IN THE COLLECTIVE

BIOLOGY OF THE GENE.

(a) Active chromatin dynamics in terms of phonon pairing.

The experimental support for collective vibrations

( phonons ) in chromatin not only comes from the Urabe tst̂

a I. work on DNA fibers, mentioned in Sec. 2c, but also from

experiments on the other component of chromatin, namely

proteins: the broadening of their atomic images from X-ray

crystallography arises from structural motions ( McCammon,

Gel in & Karplus, 1977 ), We have gathered together in table

I various responses to nonionizing radiation from cells

and intracelIuIar constituents. Some of these effects might

be due to coherence ( cf. In particular refs. 7-10 of the

table ).

We have thus been led to assume, in particular for chro-

matin,that anharmonic effects should be taken into account

( cf. Sec. 2e ); yet the phonon condensate is not depleted

( cf. Sec, 2d ), the giant resonance frequency being deno-

ted by CO . The constant inflow of metabolic energy E

prevents the condensate from being depleted.



In appendix A we discuss a theory which is applicable

to phonons; this was done in analogy with the electron

pairing phenomena ( Bardeen, Cooper & Schrieffer (DCS),

1957 ). We find that phonons may form pairs provided their

frequency 6J% , **-"*' lie close to the giant resonance fre -

quency C^ . The analytical work follows closely BCS and

we find:

( cf. Eq, A14 ) , where denotes the phonon density at

the energy corresponding to the resonant frequency; V is
PP

the pairing potential arising from the phonon-phonon inter-

action. Although there is no explicit temperature dependen-

ce in Eq. (l), this formula follows from a temperature-

dependent many-body theory ( cf. appendix A ).

(b) On the nature of the chromatin parameters.

In general chromatin will have parameters close to

those of the solid state; from X-ray crystallography one

may infer packing densities of groups in globular proteins

comparable to densities of solid crystalline aminoacids.

For these reasons we return to the simpler problem of a

harmonic crystal in search of hints as to what may happen

in the real ( essentially amorphous dielectric ) chromatin.

From the karyotype we obtain average chromosome sizes much

larger than 10 cm, hence the usual picture of the harmonic

crystal as a homogeneous continuous medium, rather than a

periodic array of atoms, is a good approximation for ( e-
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lastic ) waves whose wavelength are larger than 10 cm,

Hooke's Law then allows us to write the potential energy

E as foI 1ows:

E r*J quadratic in interatomic displacements (2)

Corrections to Eq. (2), needed to take into account an-

harmonicity, may be introduced through cubic terms. In this

case the coupling constant is approximately one order of

magnitude larger than in the harmonic case ( Kittef,

1967a ).

In the analogous problem of superconductors, where in the

weak coupling approximation BCS assume periodic symmetry

of the crystal lattice, the pairing interaction potential

may be denoted as V „, Here we find that V „ has con-
ep; C ep, ̂

tributions from the electron-phonon (ep) interaction, and

from the Coulomb (C) interaction. Since anharmonic correc-

tions are not included, we would expect,

(3)' S V rP P / ep;(

Although the precise calculation of V r for a specific
ep; v<

metal or alloy is a very difficult question, various es -

timates indicate that ( Lynton, 1969 )s

EF > Vep;C = °" (4)

where E is the Fermi energy. A more careful discussion of

Eq. (4) ( McMillan, 1968 ) , in which ep-, and C-interact ions

are separated, does not alter substantially our conclusions

( cf,, in particular McMillan's table I ).
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To complete the set of approximations needed below,

from the previous arguments on the chromatin density, we

assume that,

F J ° ' (5)

We conclude this brief introduction to the role played

by pair condensation in Collective Biology, with a some -

what more technical discussion of pairing, which is com -

pleted in appendix B,

(c) Single-particle and pair-occupation numbers.

In superconductivity only a small fraction of electrons

( those near the Fermi surface ), are affected by the nor-

mal-superconductor transition; n
R r c ( *• )» '*:-ne pair

occupation number, is essentially a narrow Gaussian cen -

tered at E of width 2/\ whereas n n « ( F ), the

single-particle occupation number, is a smeared step func-

tion at E . Each of those paired electrons gains an enei—

9y Z^BCS '" the transi'fcion-

Likewise for phonon pairing condensation around the

resonant energy will allow us to define a pairing

occupation number h ( (J ) , which is expected to be

rrow Gaussian centered at ^u) of width 2 /\ . The single-
ts

phonon occupation number n ( £ ), in view of the different

statistics, will be expected to be a set of Planck distri-

butions ( "bands" ), since chromat!n cannot be approximated

by a gas of phonons whose single-particle distribution

would resemble the distribution found by Planck. Therefore

the set of Planck distributions would be centered at va -
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rious values \\(x). , where tO, denotes a set of frequencies

differing from the resonant frequency 6 J .

However, since active chromatin resembles more an amor-

phous solid than a harmonic crystal, we still expect the-

above bands to have substantial contributions from pair-

ed phonons. In the absence of metabolism the main reso-

nant frequency at 6>3 would not be activated, and the

vibration spectrum would be just a set of various bands.

The above picture is in agreement with the Raman spec-

tra of synthetic poIynuc1eotides. In appendix B this is

illustrated in the case of polyadenylic acid ( in abs-

ence of metabolism clearly ) in the approximation in

which the pairing occupat ion number h ( o ) still domi-

nates the single-particle occupation number n( £, ) , in

each of the observed bands.

4. ON THE EVALUATION OF THE CHROMATIN COLLECTIVE

PARAMETERS.

(a) The collective parameters of the early genes.

The poIynucIeotides that were present in the earliest

ancestors of current life forms are not expected to have

surpassed an error threshold, due to the lack of any

related refined enzymatic machinery. Thus there should

have been a length limit of about 100 bp ( Che[a-Flores.
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1985, and references therein ). These very sma I I genes

cannot escape the general conclusion of statistical ther-

modynamics that they must have been subject to considera-

ble fluctuations about the mean of the internal energy U.

Perhaps we may consider as a general guide an early com -

pi ex of protein and nucleic acid ( "protochromatin" ) do-

minated by protein dynamics, since we expect from hydrogen

exchange experiments that DNA vibrations, for example,

are smaller -than typical protein vibrations ( Englander &

Kallenbach, 1984 ). In this case, we expect a small repre-

sentative globular protein to have energy fluctuations of
a

about 38 kcal/ mo I at T = 25 C, provided all molecules

are assumed to fluctuate in synchrony ( Cooper, 1976 );

for phonon pairing condensation in protobionts this seems

to be a good enough first approximation to

Although the above mentioned fluctuations are large

( with correspondingly large energies and temperature ),

several prebiotic enviromentaI parameters could have in-

duced higher melting temperatures T ( this parameter

is called T in appendix A in order to conform with the
c

usual notation of phase transitions ), A higher value

for T is possible due to pressure ( Nickerson, 1984 ),
m

as we!) as due to different GC/AT ratios ( Doty, 1962 ).

On the other hand, the Earth originated by accretion

and the.initial very high temperature gradually decreased,

subjecting the chemical substances on its surface to a

temperature gradient. Therefore, at a certain temperature

T, / for which the resonant energy fLuJ/ 38 kcal / mo I ;

< T-
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Th is leads to a lower bound for T ):

In the evaluation of Eq. (6), we have followed Kittel's

suggestion ( cf. the argument below Eq. (2) ) , and have

raised V an order of magnitude ( in order to take into

account anharnonicity ) above V _ , while retaining
ep; C

Eq. ( 5 ).

The lower bound (6) may be interpreted as an upper

bound for the wavelength A.. , betow which ( i.e., for

shorter wavelengths ) the incoming radiation is strong

enough to break the phonon pair correlation energy f\{ T ),

But, it is well known ( Miller & Orgel, 1974 ) that solar

photons in the UV range with wavelength shorter than

150 nm wiI I only constitute about 0. 06 % of the total so-

lar radiation flux. This leads to an upper bound for

/\( T. ) ~ 8.27 eV, which corresponds to a correlation

energy for phonon pairing strong enough only to be broken

for radiation of wavelength shorter than 150 nm; but we

already know that the total flux for these high energies

is negligible. The upper bound of f\ ( T ) is reached

for typical protochromatin vibration energies in the near

UV, K(^ o= 5.77 eV { cf. Eq. (l) ). Therefore, phonon

pairing would have acted as an efficient UVDM for:

1.65 e V / licZ) <f5.77eV

or, alternatively, in units more frequently used in

bi ochemi stry:

38 kca I / mo \/ H (^ O 3 3 kcal/ mo I.
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Hence, before the specific monomers of current chromatin

were selected for biosynthesis, others with higher melt-

ing temperatures cannot be ruled out.

It seems pointless, however, to be more precise than

the general bounds obtained, given the experimental in -

accessibility of the system considered. Besides, since

the atmosphere has now developed an efficient UVDM- the

ozone layer- we may enquire whether phonon pairing has

evolved into a new mechanism in the chromosomes,

(b) The collective parameters of paired-condensed

chromat j n.

From table II we may infer that the frequency of one

of the highest DNA modes cited is still much smaller than

typical values for protein modes. Thus in estimating the

chromatin parameters, in first approximation we assume

that protein dynamics dominates chromatin dynamics.

On the other hand, we know that the structural pro-

teins in chrotnat in are sma 1 IJ the hi stones, for examp I e,

range from MW 11300 to 21000. Besides, as already stated

in Sec. 4a, these smaI I macromotecu Ies are subject to

energy ffuctuations. Molecular dynamics calculations

of the kinetic energy fluctuation of a small protein

( PT1, cf, table II ),gives a value which falls between

the heat capacity of a harmonic crystal and that of a

hard shere fluid. Such solid-like behaviour is confined

to the protein interior ( McCammon, 1984 ). These fluc-

tuations in energy are indeed required for the protein

function as enzymes ( Careri, Fasella & Gratton, 1979 ).

-15-

For the reasons mentioned above, we take the value

OJ = 99 THz as the characteristic vibration frequency
o

for active chromatin; this corresponds to E *= h4J =

=9. 33 kcal/ mo I.

A straightforward application of formula (l) gives:

Z V ( chromatin ) = 588 meV (9)

which corresponds to the energy carried by an electromag-

netic wave in the near infrared ( Js *" 3024 is the wave-

number corresponding to the characteristic chromatin fre-

quency 6^) ),

o

The numerical estimate in Eq. (9) will be shown, in

Sec, 6b, to be a helpful guidance to an experimental

search in sexual chromatin for the coupled vibrations

( phonon pa i rs ).

5. GENETICS AS COLLECTIVE PHENOMENA.

(a) On the difference between euchromatin and

heterochromatin.

Cell geneticists have known for some time that sex in

higher animals depends crucially in switching off one of

the two X chromosomes in the females. This is referred to

as switching one of the X chromosomes into facultative

heterochromatin, which produces the "Barr body", a tradi-

tional name adopted to designate the X chromosome that

was switched off ( Alberts et a I., 1983 ).

Another important phenomenon observed in most active
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chromosomal regions is known as decondensation ( Ander -

sson,Bjorkroth & Daneholt, 1980 ); this consists of a

reduction in the chromosome density. This is particularly

striking in the giant polytene chromosomes of the saliva-

ry glands of D. melanogaster , This was observed for the

first time over a hundred years ago, and is called

"puffing". These polytene chromosomes have bands which

are easily displayed under the electron microscope, and

are known to change with protein synthesis, in other words,

chromatin that is transeriptionalIy active will have sma-

Iler density 0 .

Our Eq, (l) implies that as chromatin density is redu-

ced, so wi I I the s\ parameter. However, since that region

of chromatin which is transeriptiona1 Iy active is called

euchromatin, our Collective Biology approach assigns

smaller values nf /A to euchromatin, corresponding to the

smaller values of Q .

There is, besides, a fraction of the less closed-pack-

ed chromatin which still does not transcribe; this can

occur, in spite of a smalI /\ , provided that the free

energy G required for the enzymatic action ( needed in
o

order to activate the transcription of the genetic messa-

ge ) is even smaller t h a n A ; ( ] G ] <^ ̂ — O , The signifi-

cance of this global variable can only be clarified by

reconsidering the X chromosomes.

(b) The active X chromosome.

This particular chromosome will be treated separately

for the following reason: We have seen in Sec. 4a that

-17-

a fundamental parameter which changes together with the

faculty of transcribing is density. We are faced with

different behaviour, with respect to transcription,

between the two X chromosomes ; since the active one

has a low value of /JS , we will assume that the mecha-

nism which inactivates the Barr body is an increment

in its density with respect to the active X chromosome

( and the autosomes ), by synthesis of new proteins and

DNA. In fact.

whereas for the active chromosome we assume that,

A

where n runs through Y and the autosomes. In words, since

the chromosomes are not turned into facultative hetero-

chromatin, except for the Barr body, we have assumed in

Eq, (11) that their characteristic collective variable

is approximately equal. In the following Section

we shall apply these first approximations to definite

genetic phenomena, in order to gain a deeper insight.

6. TOWARDS GENETIC DYNAMICS ENGINEERING.

(a) Phenotypic variations at the level of gene expression.

In some mutant animals one inactivated X chromosome

( a Barr body ) joins with an autosome, say n = 13r in

order to be specific.
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In thi s case it is well documented ( A Iberts et a I. ,

1983 ) that regions of the n = 13 autosomc, adjacent to

the inactivated X chromosome, are condensed into hctero-

chrotnatin. Since we have just assigned a higher gap /\ to

the Barr body ( of. Eqs. (lO) and (ll) ) , we are faced

with the situation in which two chromosomes - quantum

systems displaying MOM phenomena, are joined in a "junc-

tion", such that in terms of the collective variable

JL.S ( cf. Eq. (l) ), we are presented with a situation

in which there is no thermal gradient and yet.

A
X( Barr ))> A n=13 (12)

There is a very general phenomenon in MOM, first ob -

served in superconductors ( Josephson, 1962 ) , which in-

dicates that through a junction there shalI flow a current

of pairs from the region of I arete /\ into the region of

smaller / \ , even in the absence of a voltage difference,

[t follows, therefore, that the autosome n = 13 will i n -

crease its density P and, by Eq. (l), its parameter

/_S wilt also increase, producing a localized region

of heterochromatin, actually turning off genes which were

to have been active in a nonmutant animal. This partial

switching off of some genes in the n = 13 autosome occurs

to a current flow of condensed pairs analogous to the

current of conduction electron pairs, discovered in the

seminal paper of Josephson, already mentioned.

Cell geneticists have been aware that the new chromatin

induced in the n= 13 autosome is inherited, leading us to

the conclusion that:

-19-

(i) The anomalies introduced by a change in the

col I ect i ve var i abl c £-S are fai th Pu I I y i n-

heri ted.

This property is particularly important for it leads

us to the realization that no actual irreversible change

of structure has occured ( and passed on to the progeny );

but rather the change has been in the chromatin dynamics

( reflected in the collective variable £—± ),

A second guiding line is inferred from the same study

of mutant animals: heterochromatin replicates very late

in the S-phcse of each cell cycle. From this observation

we identify a new characteristic of / \ :

(i i ) The collective variableA^ acts as an inhibitor

to repii cat ion.

The significance "f /\ may be further clarified by

recalling what we learned i ri Sec. 5a:

(i i i) The collective variable CJi is a gene expression

inhibition factor.

Collective Genetics as sketched in this Section

wi I I be studied now,particuIarIy with regards to the

interaction of the genes with electromagnetic waves.

(b) Probing the dynamics of the chromosome without

altering its structure.

-20-



When the giant chromosome puffs are irradiated with

millimeter waves, a reduction in the size of the puffs

is observed ( cf. table I ). This occurs, according to

Collective Genetics, because the giant chromosome does

not have to rely only on its own metabolic energy to de-

crease the size of the collective variable ̂ _\ ( in super-

conductors, for instance,this is achieved by thermal

increments, whose net effect is an energy gap reduction ).

In fact, there is now a fresh source of energy due to

the irradiation. In the salivary glands of D. melanogas-

ter, for example, this puffing is the combined effect of:

(i) A partial reduction in the collective variable X \

due to the normal tnetabolic energy, so as to remove inhi-

bition to gene expression.

(ii) If the above reduction of the inhibition to gene

expression, proves to be insufficient for the production

of protein, Eq, (l) shows that further quenching of the

variable /\ is possible by decreasing the chromosome

density, and hence puffing of the required size occurs.

Irradiation with electromagnetic waves of various

wavelengths would then have responses which will differ

with the probe; we would expect that the most interest-

ing reduction will occur with irradiation in the near

infrared ( cf. Sec. 4b, Eq. (9), and table III ).

A second Implication of the interaction of genes with

electromagnetic radiation,worth considering, is the effect

of irradiation of the Barr body with electromagnetic wa-

ves in the near i nfrared: accord ing to Co M ect i ve G enet i cs

we would expect, as the inhibition factor / \ is reduced,

-21-

a corresponding reduction in the inactivation of the X

chromosome. Besides, such inactivation would not be an

irreversible process, since no structural change is in-

volved; rather, the changes in the Barr body would be

due to changes in the chromatin dynamics.

(c) Further examples of nonionizing radiation as a

probe of chromosome dynamics.

In table I we have gathered together the experiment

discussed in Sec. 6b, with further closely related ex-

periments involving nonionizing radiation. These inves-

tigations begin to throw some light on the Collective

Biology of the gene. We will not review these works

here, since a few of them have already been given ade -

quate coverage ( Frohlicfi & Kremer, 1983 ). It is con-

venient to observe that these works point out important

hints towards the underlying mechanisms of collective

phenomena as in, for instance the inhibition of the

protein synthesis of the antibiotic colicin ( Smol —

yanskaya & ViIenskaya, 1974 ). Some care, however, must

be paid to the experimental proof of colic in synthesis

inhibition ( Motzkin et a I. , 1983 ). The remarkable res-

ponses of the growth rates of yeast ce|Is, mentioned in

Sec. la, provide evidence in eukaryotic cells of biolo-

gical frequency dependent effects. Very little work has

been done to the best of our knowledge in plant genetics

from this point of view { cf. table I ).
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS,

We have attempted to lay out the foundations for a

subsequent more quantitative discussion of genetics as

collective phenomena. This has been illustrated in Sec,

4 in two cases. In the first one ( cf. Sec. 4a ), we

were able to consider more quantitatively the origin of

the first genes than in our earlier attempt. In the sec-

ond illustration ( cf. Sec. 4b ), we considered the

collective variable</\ -the growth inhibition factor -

as the fundamental variable of genetics, from the point

of view of Collective Biology. With the help of the

work in the appendices, we were able to find out that

under normal metabolic flow of energy, the collective

variable 4_\> is of the order'of magnitude of the ener-

gy carried by an electromagnetic wave in the near infra-

red. We went on to clarify the genetic significance of

the growth inhibition factor. In terms of this collective

variable we characterized euchromatin antl heterochromatin,

this enabled us to discuss the dynamics of puffing, as

welI as that of the Barr body ( cf. Sec. 6b ),

It follows from the above considerations that a source

of genetic disorders, including autosomal trisomy, and

the various forms of cancer, may be traced to dynamic

disorders, not necessarily to chromosomal structural

aberrations. On the other hand, since the key to genetic

order lies in the collective variable / \ , di sorders i n

the related metabolic energy flow, or in the associated

enzymatic machinery, may reduce, or increase, the collec-

tive variable^\, and hence lead to the genetic disorders.

In this context it is important to emphasize the role

played by the external probe, which is easily maniputa -

ted, namely, low-level radiation.

Although Plant Genetics has not been considered in

this work from the point of view of Collective Biology,

it constitutes a most exciting area of research, par -

ticularly since we have identified a handle on the engin-

eering of the chromosome dynamics. This novel approach

will have important implications for plant breeders.
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APPENDIX A.

Pairing in active chromatin: Analytic description,

In the harmonic oscillator approximation the vibra-

tional wave-function |/?^> is taken to be the product

of wave-functions for each normal mode of vibration;

'/«> = 77
k (Al)

where /< is the vibrational quantum number ( Long, 1977 ).

In active chromatin dynamics we must make some correc-

tions: Let )< denote the phonon crystal momentum, We

are Ied to a condensed state of coupled oscillators ( pho-

nons ) so that.

where U and y are free parameters to be determined by

t
minimization of the hamiItonian; OL „ denotes the opera-

tor which creates from the vacuum a phonon of crystal

momentum K „ This is the paired ground state of a

theory for particles with the same statistics as the

phonon ( Valatin & Butler, 1958 ). A later, very lucid

rederivation, should be consulted ( Imry, 1968; Evans &

Imry, 1968 ). Minimization of the hamiItonian with res-

pect to the ground state (A2) gives:

A =_

where the excitations have a quasi particIe energy

E" = /[ Q — /\ J ( measured relative to the re

-25-

nant energy Kt+J ), It differs from the standard result

of BCS in the sign of / \ , but not in the free phonon

energy £, ,which is a I so measured with respect to the

same resonant energy. Equation (Al) also differs from

the BCS result in the coth function, since BCS have a

tanh function.

The pairing potential may be chosen as

- V
PP "• '

0 , otherwise.

(A4 )

where V is a small constant value. Let

% = &J V , a = /S/ kBT
Then Eq, (A3) may be written as:

(A5 )

For a continuous spectrum of phonons , we can make

the usual substitution:

z (A7)

where 0 denotes the phonon density;

On the other hand, let us recall that a ( non metabo-

lizing ) synthetic poIynucleotide, as poly-Ar is domina-

ted by several lines; in fact, in the case of poIy-A

the number is three ( cf, appendix B ). Then in the

more orderly case when pair condensation of phonons
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occurs triggered by metabolic energy, we are led to the

approxi mat i on

P == constant == 0 (AS)

written as:

Therefore, by setting x = O / k T , Eq, (5) may be

where

However, in the very narrow range in the x-variable,

where condensation into phonon pairs occurs, we may

approximate the function

as folIows:

Therefore our integral (A9) becomes:

(A9 )

(MO)

(All)

(A12)

Using the approximation (All), we find from Eq, (A12)

that.

(A13)

which, in turn may be simplified to:

-27-

A -
(AH)

a result which is reminiscent of the corresponding BCS

result, but in which the Fermi energy E is replaced

by the giiint resonance energy at r̂ to ; as expected, in

our boson system there is no Fermi energy. The second

difference worthy of special mention is that the explicit

dependence in T ( temperature) has cancelled out on both

sides of Eq.(A14). This is not too serious, since the

typical critical temperatures will be of roughly the

seme order of magnitude as the physiologically relevant

ones ( T / T c S 1. cf. Eq, B2 ).

APPENDIX B.

On the transition temperature T
c c

The hyperchromicity effect, the enhanced capacity for

absorption of a polymer with respect to its monomeric

constituents, is well documented in at least two synthe-

tic polynucIeotides:

(a) poly-A. The Raman spectrum of the potasium salt of

poIy-adenyIic acid in the solid state is known. It is

dominated by the strong bands of the adenine ring at 728

and 1340 cm"1 ( Tsuboi et a I. , 1971 ). Here T ,the dena-

turing temperature ( to be identified with the transition

temperature of chromatin, cf. paragraph (ii) below )

occurs at 80° C.
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(b) poIy-AU. Here the Raman spectrum is known in

buffered acqueous solutions at pH 7.0. The value of

T is 59° C. There is a further effect worth noticing:

A gradual uplift is observed from 15° C ending at 58° C

( Small & Peticolas, 1971 ),

We do not describe hyperchromicity of DNA in solution

because it is well known ( cf. table IV ). In order to

describe the notation used in table IVf [et h denote

the hyperchromicity of the denatured form of a given

polymer ( Walton & Blackwell, 1973 ):

A ( A ) disordered form

A ( A, ) ordered form t

- 1 (Bl)

where A denotes the absorbance for a given wavelength ^ ,

Let h denote the value based on monomer absorption. In

table IV we have summarized the information on synthetic,

as well as naturally occurring poIynucIeotides.

From the above data we infer for typically relevant

physiological situations occurring at room temperature

that the parameter T / T lies between the following

bounds:

0. 832 0. 895 (B2)

In order to understand, in first approximation ,how

these poIynucleotide transition (or critical temperatures

may be of some use in the collective approach to chro -

matin, recall that:

(') Proteins play mainly a structural role in chromatin,

-29-

whereas DNA is more closely related to the active role

of chromatin function, as in for example gene expression,

(ii) Unlike our previous argument ( cf. Sec. 4b ) ,

when we pointed out a great discrepancy between proteins

and DNA from the viewpoint of vibrations, now regarding

melting temperatures the overall differences are not

so str iki ng.

From (i) and (ii) we are led to the assumption that the

the melting temperatures of DNA, T , will be a reasonable

approximation for the chromatin critical temperature,

beyond which the collective variable^A vanishes.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

TABLE I: Effects of nonionizing radiation on DNA in

solution, cellular, and intracelIuIar cons-

t ituents.

Key. UVl ultraviolet radiation,

mm: millimeter wave radiation

FM: radio wave radiation in the frequency modulated

range.

References cited in table I.

1. Smolyanskaya & Vilenskaya, 1974.

2. Motzkin et al. , 1983.

3. Kremer et al. , 1983.

4. Zubay, 1983b.

5. Heller & Teixeira-Pinto, 1959.

6. Webb, 1974,

7. Zubay, 1983a,

8. Grundler & Keilman, 1983.

9. Edwards et a I. , 1984.

10. Blinowska, Lech & Witt I in, 1985.

-31-

TABLE 1|: Some high frequency modes of vibration of

proteins and DNA

Key. m. i-r.: electromagnetic wave radiation

in the middle infrared range,

n. i-r. : electromagnetic wave radiation

in the near infrared range,

PTI: pancreas trypsin inhibitor ( bovine ),

References cited in table II.

1. Urabe & Tominaga, 1982.

2. McCammon, Gel in & Karplus, 1977.

3. Cooper, 1976.

TABLE 111: Pairing condensation in metals and alloys,

as well as in pa Ieogenetics and contemporary

genet i cs.

Key. C^)n denotes the Debye frequency.

£j denotes the frequency of the giant resonance,
o

which is driven in chromatin by metabolic energy.

The value cited for CL) _ has been averaged over

those of Al, Hg, Ni, and V. The superconducting

energy gap parameter has been averaged over the

values of the following superconductors: Hg, Nb,

Al, In, Ta, Sn, and Pb. In the case of the early

genes only upper bounds for the collective variable

and n.u) are cited ( cf. Sec. 4a ).
0
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Effects of

nonionizing radia-

tion on A - D

Protein synthesis

aI terat i on

A I terat i ons i n

I structure

A. DNA in solution

B. Prokaryotic

eel! s

[Col ic i n synthesi s
1 2

enhancement ( ' ).
_J (mm)

C, Eukaryotic

normal ceI Is

D. Eukaryotic

cancerous eel Is

Effect on polytene

chromosome puffing

(mm)

E. co I i tymine

dimers ( ).
(UV)

Other frequency dependent effects

Hyperchromism ( ),

(uv)
1CT bp E. c o l i

DNA f ragments(9 )
(mm)

Chromosomal aberra-

tions in garlic root

tips (5).

IFM)

ONA spiral radius is

tighter than in normal

cells (6). (mm)

Yeast growth rate | Responses from

altered (S).

(mm)

erythrocytes ( ).

(mm)

TABLE I
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U( cm"1 )

807

3307

13298

}H THZ )

24.2

99

399

% ( nm )

12392

3024

752

E ( eV )

0.10

0.41

1.65

E(kcal/mo!)

2.31

9.33

38.00

Spectrum

mi: . i - r .

n, i -r.

visible

Phenomenon

Sharp band in ca1f-thymus

A-DNA C 1).

o
PT1 kinetic energy fluctuation ( )

Typical globular protein energy

fluctuation (3).

TABLE I
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System

Superconductors

Early gene

Chromat i n

A ( meV )

0.89 t1)

8270.

588

hu) ( meV )
o

27 (O o =c0D )

(2)

5770

410

T ( °K )

20

298

298

TABLE I I I
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